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My invention relates to- improvements in bot 
tle caps and has to do, more particularly, with a 
bottle cap of the type that will be automatically 
destroyed by any attempt to remove it from the 
bottle. 
In marketing whiskey and other spirituous 

liquors, it is desirable to provide a closure for the 
bottle which may be quickly and easily applied 
thereto but will be automatically destroyed by any - 
attempt to remove the closure. The internal rev 
enue stamp, and Various seals, are often applied 
over the closure and around the neck of the bot 
tie and, thus, the destruction of the closure will 
indicate to the buyer that the contents of the 
bottle may have been tampered with since it left 
the distillery, at which the closure was ?rst ap 
plied. The principal object of my invention, 
therefore, is to provide an improved closure for a 
bottle, which will be automatically destroyed by 
any attempt to remove the closure. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a bottle closure comprising a plastic screw cap 
and means automatically eifective to burst the 
cap upon any attempt to unscrew it from the 
bottle. - 

A further object of my invention is to provide 
a closure that will be automatically destroyed by 
any attempt to» remove it from the bottle, but 
which will leave behind a portion that may be 
conveniently used as a temporary stopper for the 
bottle. ' / 

Further objects, and objects relating to details 
of construction and economies of operation, will 
de?nitely appear from the detailed description 
to follow. In one instance, I have accomplished 
the objects of my invention by the devices and 
means set forth in the following speci?cation. 
My invention is clearly de?ned and pointed out 
in the appended claims. A structure, constitut 
ing a preferred embodiment of my invention, is 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, form 
ing a part of this speci?cation, in which 

Fig. 1 is an exploded perspective viewshowing 
the neck of a bottle and a bottle cap, constructed 
in accordance with my invention. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the neck of a bot 
tle with the cap applied thereto. 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal, sectional View through the 
cap and bottle neck, taken on the line 3—3 of 
Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 is a vertical, sectional view through the 
bottle cap and the neck of the bottle, taken on 
the line 4-4 of Fig. 3, and ' 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary, sectional View, corre 
sponding to a part of Fig. 3, but showing the cap 
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2 
in such relation to the neck of the bottle that one 
of the tongues is ?exed to one side to permit it 
to ‘pass a cam shoulder on the bottle neck. 
In the drawings, the same reference numerals 

refer to the same parts throughout the several 
views and the sectional views are taken looking in 
the direction or" the arrows at the ends of the sec 
tion lines. . 

In general, my invention comprises a closure 
for a bottle, rotatable on the neck thereof, and. 
which includes a plastic cap having a top and 
an integral skirt surrounding the neck of the bot 
tle, and cooperative means on the bottle neck and 
the cap for exerting a bursting pressure on the 
skirt, when the cap is rotated in one direction. 
The skirt of the cap is provided, preferably, with 
a plurality of longitudinal weakening grooves 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the cap, and the 
cooperating means are such that the bursting 
pressure is applied to the skirt at points in line 
with these weakening grooves. I prefer to pro 
vide the neck of the bottle, in a zone below the 
external screw thread thereon, with a plurality of 
cam shoulders, each of which has an inclined 
cam face tangent to the cylindrical portion of 
the ‘bottle neck and a face which extends radially 
of the bottle neck, and to provide a plastic cap 
comprising a top and a skirt that surrounds the 
bottle neck and is provided with an internal screw 
thread, for cooperation with the external screw 
thread on the neck, and a plurality of integral 
tongues projecting inwardly from the cap skirt 
and normally lying tangentto a cylinder coaxial 
with said skirt. These tongues are located on 
the cap below the screw thread, so that, when 
the cap is screwed on the bottle neck, these in 
wardly-projecting tongues will cooperate with 
the cam shoulders. The tongues are preferably 
located on the skirt at points adjacent the longi 
tudinal weakening grooves thereof. When one 
attempts to unscrew the cap, the radial shoulders 
on the bottle neck will engage the ends oithese 
tongues and press them lengthwise, thus exert 
ing bursting pressure upon the skirt at the points 
where it is weakened by the longitudinal grooves. 
A circumferential weakening groove may ‘be pro 
vided at the junction of the top of the cap with 
the skirt and, when the skirt of the cap is burst, 
the top, with the cork sealing disc secured there 
to, may be used as a temporary stopper for the 
bottle. 

Referring to the numbered parts of the draw 
ings, the bottle ID has a cylindrical neck portion 
[I provided with an external screw thread l2. 
In the Zone below the screw thread l2, the cylin 
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drical neck portion is provided with four cam 
shoulders symmetrically arranged thereon, each 
of which has an inclined cam face l3, which ex 
tends tangentially to the cylindrical neck I l, and 
a face Hi, which extends radially of said neck. 
The cap is made of any suitable plastic and 

comprises a top l5 and a cylindrical skirt l6. ‘ 
The circumferential weakening groove IT is 
formed ‘at the junction of the top l5 and skirt 
16. The skirt is provided with an internal screw 
thread i9 for cooperation with the thread i2 
on the bottle neck. Weakening grooves it are 
formed in the skirt i6 and extend longitudinally 
and parallel to the axis of rotation of the cap. 
The skirt I6 is provided with four integral 
tongues 20, which merge into the ‘material of the 
skirt atthe points where the longitudinal weak: 
ening grooves I8 are formed. These tongues pro 
ject inwardly of the skirt and normally lie 
tangent to a cylinder coaxial with the skirt. They 
are located on the skirt below the screw thread 
[9 so that, when the cap is screwed home on the 
bottle neck, the tongues 20 will engage the cam 
shoulders having the sloping faces l3 and the 
abrupt faces I4. A sealing disc 2!, of cork or 
cork composition, is cemented to the inner sur 
face of the top 15 of the cap and provided with 
a hemispherical portion 22, ?tting within the 
mouth of the bottle and serving as a stopper 
therefor. ' 

When the bottle has been ?lled, the cap is 
screwed onto the neck of the bottle until the 
sealing disc 2| engages the lip thereof, and the 
portion 22 seats within the mouth of the bottle, 
as shown in Fig. 4. As the bottle cap is screwed up, ' 
the tongues 29 engage and slide over the cam 
faces I3 of the cam shoulders, being flexed there 
by as shown in Fig. 5. The tongues 29 snap over 
these shoulders successively and, when the bottle 
cap has been screwed up, the tongues will occupy 
the positions, shown in Fig. 3, with reference to 
the radial faces [4 of the cam shoulders. If, now, 
one attempts to unscrew the cap, this will cause 
the tongues 20 to press endwise against the radial 
faces 14 of the cam shoulders and, as a result 
thereof, a ‘bursting pressure will be transmitted 
to the skirt H5, at the points where that skirt is 
weakened by the longitudinal grooves H8. The 
result will be to burst the skirt of the cap along 
the. grooves l8. The portions of the skirt be 
tween the grooves I8 may be broken away, leav 
ing the top l5 and the cork sealing disc, which 
‘may be used as a temporary stopper for the bottle. 

-I am aware that the bottle closure shown and 
described herein may be varied considerably 
without departing from the spirit of my inven 
tion, and, therefore, I claim my invention broad 
1y, as indicated by the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new anduseful, and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is: 

31. The combination of a bottle having a neck, 
a closure‘for the bottle rotatable en the neck 
and including a plastic cap having a top and an 
integral skirt surrounding the neck, said skirt 
‘having a plurality of longitudinal weakening 
grooves therein parallel to the axis of rotation 
of the cap and extending from said top to the 
bottom of said skirt, and means for exerting a 
bursting pressure on said skirt at points adjacent 
said weakening grooves, to rupture said grooves 
and burst the skirt of said cap to disintegrate 
said ‘cap, upon ‘rotating the cap, in one ‘direc 
tion, with ‘respect to said vneck. 

2.» The combination of a bottle having a neck, 
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a closure for the bottle rotatable on the neck 
and including a plastic cap having a top and 
an integral skirt surrounding the neck, said skirt 
having a plurality of longitudinal weakening 
grooves therein parallel to the axis of rotation 
of the cap and extending from said top to the 
bottom of said skirt, and means on the bottle 
neck and on the skirt, cooperating, when the cap 
is rotated on the neck in one direction, to exert 
a bursting pressure on said skirt at points in line 
with said weakening grooves, to rupture said 
grooves and burst the skirt of said cap whereby 
said cap is disintegrated. 

3. The combination of a bottle having a cy 
lindrical neck provided with an external screw 
thread and a plurality of cam shoulders below 
said screw thread, and a closure for said bottle 
including a plastic cap having a top, an integral 
skirt surrounding the neck and internally thread 
ed, and a plurality of integral, inwardly-extending 
tongues adapted to engage said cam shoulders 
and normally lying tangent to the cylindrical 
portion of the bottle neck, said tongues being 
adapted to be ?exed by engagement with the 
.cam surfaces of said shoulders as the cap is, 
screwed up on the bottle neck and to snap over 
the shoulders successively, rotation of the cap 
in the direction for removal forcing said tongues 
endwise against radial faces of said cam shoul 
ders, whereby the application of force to un 
screw the cap will generate pressure exerted on 
said skirt at a plurality of points to burst the 
skirt. 7 

4. The combination of a bottle having a cy 
lindrical neck provided with anexternal screw 
thread and a plurality of cam shoulders below 
said screw thread, and a closure for said bottle 
including a plastic cap having a top, an integral, 
internally threaded skirt surrounding the neck 
and having a plurality of longitudinal weakening 
grooves therein parallel to the axis of rotation 
of the cap, and a plurality of inwardly-extending 
tongues integrally united with the skirt at one 
end adjacent said grooves, said tongues normally 
lying tangent to the cylindrical portion of said 
neck and being positioned so as to engage said 
cam shoulders when the cap is screwed on the 
bottle, said tongues being adapted to be flexed 
by engagement with cam surfaces of said shoul 
ders as the cap is screwed up on the bottle neck 
and to snap over the shoulders successively, ro 
tation of the cap in the direction for removal 
forcing said tongues endwise against radial faces 
of said cam shoulders, whereby the application 
of force to unscrew the cap will generate pres 
sure exerted on said skirt in line with the weak 
ening grooves to burst the skirt. 

5. The combination of a bottle having a cy 
lindrical neck provided with an external screw 
thread and a plurality of cam shoulders in a 
zone below said screw thread, each shoulder ‘hav 
ing an inclined cam surface tangent to the ‘cy 
lindrical neck and a face radial thereof, and a 
plastic cap including a top, an integral skirt sur 
rounding the bottle neck and having an internal 
screw thread and a plurality of longitudinal 
weakening grooves parallel 'to the‘axis of rotation 
of the cap, and a plurality of integral tongues 
projecting inwardly from said skirt, at points in 
line with said grooves, in a zone below said screw 
thread and normally lying tangent to ‘the cy 
lindrical neck, said tongues being adapted to 
be ?exed by engagement with said cam surfaces 
as the cap is screwed up on the'bottle neck and 
to ‘snap over said shoulders successively, rotation 
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of the cap in the direction for removal forcing 
said tongues endwise against said radial faces, 
whereby the application of force to unscrew the 
cap will generate pressure exerted on said skirt 
in line with the weakening grooves to burst the 
skirt. 

6. The combination of a bottle having a cy 
lindrical neck provided with an external screw 
thread and a plurality of cam shoulders in a zone 
below said screw thread, each shoulder having 
an inclined cam surface tangent to the cylindrical 
neck and a face radial thereof, and a plastic cap 
including a top, an integral skirt surrounding the 
bottle neck and having an internal screw thread 
and a plurality of longitudinal weakening grooves 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the cap, a cir 
cumferential weakening groove at the junction 
of the top and skirt, and a plurality of integral 
tongues projecting inwardly from said skirt, at 
points in line with said longitudinal grooves, in 
a zone below said screw thread and normally 
lying tangent to the cylindrical neck, said 
tongues being adapted to be ?exed by engage 
ment with said cam surfaces as the cap is screwed 
up on the bottle neck and to snap over said 
shoulders successively, rotation of the cap in the 
direction for removal forcing said tongues end 
wise against said radial faces, whereby the ap 
plication of force to unscrew the cap will gen 
erate pressure exerted on said skirt in line with 
the longitudinal weakening grooves to burst the 
skirt. 

7. A plastic bottle cap having a top, a cylin 
drical skirt provided with an internal screw 
thread, and a plurality of integral tongues pro 
jecting inwardly from said skirt, in a zone below 
the screw thread, having such substantial length 
as to be independently- ?exible with respect to 
the skirt and normally lying tangent to a cylinder 
coaxial with said skirt. 
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8. A plastic bottle cap having a top, a cylin 

‘drical skirt provided with an internal screw 
thread and a plurality of longitudinal weakening 
grooves parallel to the axis of said skirt, and a 
plurality of integral tongues projecting inwardly 
from points of said skirt adjacent said grooves, 
in a zone below the screw thread, having such 
substantial length as to be independently ?exible 
with respect to the skirt and normally lying tan 
gent to a cylinder coaxial with said skirt. 

9. A plastic bottle cap having a top, a cylin 
drical skirt provided with an internal screw 
thread and a plurality of longitudinal weakening 
grooves parallel to the axis of said skirt, a cir 
cumferential weakening groove at the junction 
of top and skirt, and a plurality of integral 
tongues projecting inwardly from points of said 
skirt adjacent said longitudinal grooves, in a zone 
below the screw thread, having such substantial 
length as to be independently ?exible with re 
spect to the skirt and normally lying tangent to 
a cylinder coaxial with said skirt. 

PHILIP G. COLEMAN. 
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